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Movies by and about women continue to be marginalized and silenced in contemporary
Hollywood, as they have been throughout Hollywood history. Female performers are offered fewer
roles than male performers; those roles are less likely to be prominent; most female performers
have shorter careers than their male counterparts; and women are far less likely to be active behind
the camera or in the front office where decisions about movies are made. Yet women are far from
the only population long silenced by Hollywood. Americans of color are even more systematically
excluded from performance and production roles. So are members of the LGBTQ+ community
and people with mental or physical disabilities. Despite a number of studies focusing on the overlap
among these marginal populations and voices and the rise of intersectionality as a way of talking
about the all-too-common strategies to deprive members of these communities of the power of
subjecthood, speech, and self-definition, most college courses on these silenced communities focus
on a single marginalized population instead of considering the relations among different groups
neglected by Hollywood history and current practice.
This presentation considers the challenges of teaching women’s cinema, Black cinema, queer
cinema, and disability cinema in a single course. It focuses on the both the common tactics by
which each of these groups has been marginalized and the distinctions among them that warn
against easy generalizations about them. It examines the value of these very different cinemas in
expanding the cinematic canon, extending the horizons of intersubjective experience audiences
expect and demand that Hollywood explore, and the different ways these neglected cinemas
provide of reading classic films audiences had assumed had nothing new to say about America. It
places special emphasis on the virtues and limits of bringing these marginal cinemas together in a
classroom whose teacher is not disabled, queer, Black, or female.
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